The thematic content of Elements is devoted to describing the frontiers of mineralogy, petrology, and geochemistry (“MPG science”) as perceived by our scientific community and by the editorial and advisory boards. Each issue contains articles written at a level that we hope will make the science accessible to a broad readership. From Elements’ inception, however, the intent has been not so much to provide a well-digested review of the state of affairs in a given subdiscipline, but rather to convey—somewhat “anecdotally”—the essence and excitement of research occurring on the frontiers of our science. Naturally this means that the editorial board must struggle with the question of what constitutes a frontier in MPG science. In some scientific fields the question “Where is the frontier?” might elicit a consistent answer from the majority of practitioners. In theoretical physics, for example, the nature of dark matter and dark energy might predominate; in biochemistry the major difficulty might concern on protein folding and/or molecular self-assembly. In MPG science and the geosciences in general, it would be naive to expect uniformity in our answers to the “frontiers” question. The breadth and diversity of our field and its multi- and interdisciplinary character impart a very wide range of perspectives. Some geochemists look at our field in a manner that is literally “global”—if the science doesn’t affect our entire planet, then it’s relatively uninteresting. At the other end of the spectrum the questions who view the fundamental aspects of MPG science as occurring at the atomic level—a view that is also difficult to contest. Key to maintaining harmony amongst us might be to acknowledge that there are different kinds of frontiers in MPG science, and that a range of criteria can and should be applied in assessing value and importance. At some level we are all certainly aware that reviewers of our papers and proposals bring wide-ranging perspectives.

Intertwined with the question of what constitutes a scientific frontier is the not-unrelated value judgment of whether “risky science” or “safe science” is inherently better. To get the discussion going I’ll suggest some end-member definitions:

“risky science” is research that is difficult and/or costly to perform and stands a relatively small chance of producing a definitive conclusion, but (implicitly) has the potential to dramatically affect our thinking. “Safe science” is research that is clearly doable if the effort is made (so the chances of success are very good), but probably won’t change our perceptions or further our understanding dramatically, at least in the short term. Scientists serving in numerous capacities—researchers, laboratory and department heads, deans, directors of funding programs, etc.—face the philosophical question of which kind of science is better: Which furthers the interests of the field more effectively? Which provides better value for the funding dollar? Which is more easily justified to policy makers and budgetary decision-makers? It is in the very nature of many scientists and lab directors to aspire to “high-impact” research, so there is an understandable tendency among us to embrace risky science: nothing ventured, nothing gained. But risky science costs money, and we have to ask how many “failures” we can afford.

Leaving aside huge endeavors like missions to other solar-system bodies, examples of risky MPG science might range from drilling a deep hole in the crust to developing new mass-spectrometric protocols (or even new instruments) for measuring abundances or isotope ratios of rare isotopes. Whether or not the risks inherent in this kind of work are worth the potential payoffs must be evaluated by individual scientists who devote their time and effort to the research and by those making decisions about monetary support. My personal view is that we can’t afford not to support this type of research, both philosophically and monetarily. Discoveries resulting from risky science have resulted in entire new frontiers and paradigms throughout the history of science. Examples of “safe” MPG science might include experimental determinations of phase equilibria and thermodynamic quantities of Earth materials using time-proven techniques and well-established instrumentation. There exists a tendency to think “all the important stuff has been done,” but we often rely on rather old measurements made with technologies that were only emerging at the time, and in some cases there is good reason to question the accuracy of the data. The cumulative
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